SECTION 5
STAYING SAFE –
AVOIDING RISK TAKING
The aim of this section is for young people to consider a range of situations that they may
encounter. The scenarios offer ways of avoiding problems or getting out of awkward situations
and how to deal with peer pressure.
This section also deals with the important concept of balancing enjoyment and having a good
time versus it all going wrong.
Two worksheets allow discussion on ‘How much is too much?’ One is visual rich (SEN) and the
second more detailed.
Lesson plans include:
oo How much is too much?
oo Planning a party
oo Just a few drinks (based on BBC films)
oo Good friends?
oo What would you say?
There is a large collection of great film clips via:
alcoholeducationtrust.org/teacher-area/staying-safe-avoiding-risk-taking/
We have included an A5 handout, Top tips for staying safe if you plan to drink in Section 6 Resources suitable for older students (16+).
Our Online Learning Zone, talkaboutalcohol.com has a Personality Quiz and several games
such as Switchin’ Kitchen, Brave the Rave, The Alcohol Clock Game or The Chimp Shop Game
that could be used to complement the resources listed here.

Personality Quiz

The Chimp Shop Game

The Alcohol Clock Game

Brave The Rave
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MODEL LESSON PLAN 5
THE EFFECTS OF DRINKING TOO MUCH
This selection of activities is important to help students to understand how
much alcohol is too much and that the risks associated with drinking alcohol
escalates with the quantity drunk. It also covers how drinking alcohol at
different times and in different places can impact on these risks and behaviours.

LESSON LENGTH: 50 minutes

AGE RANGE: 13-15

alcoholeducationtrust.org/pilot_lp5_the_effects_of_drinking_too_much_final/

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
•
•
•
•
•

Explore possible reasons for drinking and their
associated risk
Learn about the social norms for alcohol
consumption among young people in the UK
Explore how decisions and behaviour affect risk
Revisit the laws around drinking and buying
alcohol.
Explore strategies for keeping safe when
socialising, particularly when drinking and how
and when to get help.

RESOURCES:
•

•

•

Details of where students can go for support
for alcohol-related concerns both within school
and locally.
An empty box for students to leave confidential
questions in (the ‘ask it basket’) see ‘Getting
Started’ chapter. Blank sheet for the Diamond 9
activity
Students will need pens and paper/postit notes to write down alternative endings
(positive and negative) before watching the
last 3 minutes of the film.

INTENDED LEARNING OUTCOMES:
Students will be able to:
• Identify some reasons why people might
choose to drink alcohol and why some reason
are associated with higher risk.
• Demonstrate knowledge of social norms
relating to alcohol consumption in young
people in the UK.
• Describe ways to reduce risk and stay safe
when socialising, particularly when drinking.
• Describe the signs of alcohol dependency and
what to do in an emergency.

PREPARATION:
See Getting started notes, Facts and figures and
Commonly asked questions.

RESOURCES REFERENCED WITHIN THE
POWERPOINT:
Jordan - film clip and lesson plan
The film clip can be played from the Talk About
Alcohol resources USB included in our full resource
pack or via
youtube.com/watch?v=EqSWXDUkl1s
alcoholeducationtrust.org/wp-content/
uploads/2014/11/Jordan-LPI1.pdf
Talk About Alcohol interactive activity - Just a few
drinks activity (accessed via the Challenge Zone)
talkaboutalcohol.com/just-a-few-drinks/

Look at instances in the lesson plan that offer
options for alternative activities and select the
ones that are most apropriate for the age and
abilities of your class.
For the ‘Just a few drinks’ film, ensure that you can
access the film clip either from the online (see
“resources referenced within the PowerPoint”).
Make sure you have adobe flash player loaded to
be able to watch the film via the link.
Before the lesson, decide at which point you want
to pause the film in order to give the pupils the
opportunity to present their thoughts. e.g. (2.24).
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ICEBREAKER: (5 mins)
Diamond 9 Activity

It is important to explore the social norms around
young people and alcohol. The 4 quiz questions
help to correct any perception that the majority of
In small groups, get the students to list 9 reasons
why young people drink and to rank the reasons in young people are drinking regularly or heavily. The
quiz also helps clarify what the facts are around the
order of risk (highest first) in a Diamond 9 shape.
age when young people start to drink and where
Next ask them to list 9 reasons why young people
don’t drink and to rank them in order of importance they get the alcohol from.
The quiz answers are 1) B, 2) B, 3) C, 4) E.
in the same manner.
Remember to ask students if they are surprised by
ACTIVITY 1: SOCIAL NORMS QUIZ (5mins) the answers and why ?

ACTIVITY 2: JUST A FEW DRINKS (20
mins)

Play the film clip up to the point identified in the
lesson preparation.
Split the room in two and ask one half of the class
to anticipate how the situation could end well,
depending on the choices Jordan makes. Ask the
rest to think about what less positive outcomes
could happen. Have any laws been broken? What
would be the physical effects and the social
effects?
After finishing the clip, discuss as a class the
questions on the slide. Highlight in the discussion
how being resilient and resisting peer pressure
might affect the outcome. There are prompts on
the lesson plan listed in the resources section.
Ask the class to identify four choices that could
have made the situation safer at four specific time
points.
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ACTIVITY 3: STAYING SAFE (10 mins)

Remind students of the dangers of drinking too
much and then in small groups or pairs consider - If
someone is going out with a group of friends:
• What things should they remember to help
everyone stay safe?
• What should they do before they go out?
• What should they do in an emergency?
Following this group work, supplement and reenforce with the information on the following
slides.

PLENARY: (5 mins)

Briefly recap what has been covered in the lesson
using the Learning Objectives
Signpost students to staff in school and external
agencies where they can go for additional support
around alcohol issues.
Promote talkaboutalcohol.com as a source of
further information, resources and activities.

ASSESSMENT FOR LEARNING: (5 mins)

Ask students to:
• List 2 things to organise before going out, if
someone is planning to drink
• List two things that will help someone avoid
drinking too much
• Outline the key things to remember about
keeping safe when out with friends.
• Identify some of the signs of alcohol dependency.
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EXTENDED PROJECTS:

• Ask students to complete the “Just A Few
Drinks” activity in the online learning zone of
talkaboutalcohol.com
• Try the quiz questions on their friends and
family and see what answers they choose and
why. Discuss the correct answers and explain
what you’ve learnt today.
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How much is too much? getting the balance right
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How much is too much? getting the balance right
Be an idiot

Driving

Meal, food and socialising

Sick/ vomiting

Laughing

Robbed

Party/ good time

Police/ambulance

Relax

Assault/ get hurt

Accident (car)

Say something stupid

Medicines

Fight

Aggression/ damage property

Vulnerable to others

Slurring speech

Arguments

Accident (broken leg)

Pregnant

Feeling confident

Working

Passing out

Feeling happy

Headache/ hangover

Go home with stranger/ on own

Criminal record
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How much is too much - Getting the
balance right - Key stage 4 (PSHE 14 - 16)
accompanying notes for pictorial worksheet
The worksheet and fact sheet are designed to
make students think about how much alcohol is
appropriate to having a good time versus it all
going wrong. It is also important to discuss the
speed of drinking, pacing and the effect of food.

How much is too much? Getting the balance
right - Key stage 3 (PSHE 11-14)
Structure: 1 or 2 lessons
Preparation: Scissors, photocopied sheets, blu tack
Optional: empty bottles/cans, pens and paper.
Objectives
oo For students to consider the effects of different
levels of consumption/ the number of drinks
on their bodies and their personal safety
oo To begin to associate the number of drinks and
speed of drinking with different levels of risk
taking and consequences.
Guidance notes:
Spilt the class into several working groups and give
each group a blank ‘number of drinks’ answer
sheet and a ‘consequences’ sheet for them to cut
out the statements/ pictures.
Ask the groups to place each statement/picture on
the number of drinks sheet to reflect when they
think the consequence might happen.
When the exercise is complete:
oo Work through each statement/picture and ask
each group where they put it on the answer
sheet.
oo Ask each group to explain why they have
chosen that number of drinks.
oo Discuss contexts of higher risk/lower risk.
You may also choose to enlarge the statements/
pictures and laminated them, so that they can
be stuck on the class wall next to the number of
drinks. (Laminated versions are included in the
games and activities pack). Alternatively, you could
have a table with the number of drinks represented
by cans/bottles and ask the students to place each
statement/picture next to the number of drinks.
You can also ask students to come up with their
own ideas of possible consequences associated
with each number of drinks.

Questions for discussion:
oo Would how quickly you consume the drinks
make a difference?
oo Would alternating a soft drink with an alcoholic
drink make a difference?
oo Would eating before or while drinking have an
affect?
(N.B. This should be considered as a rehearsal strategy for
when pupils encounter alcohol in social situations as they
get older. Please reinforce to pupils that the 56% of 11-15
year-olds in England have not even consumed a whole
alcoholic drink).

Extended answers to questions that may arise
How does alcohol make you drunk?
Alcohol is a mood altering substance. It affects the
nerves that pass messages around the body by
slowing them down, and the more you drink the
greater the effect. The reason people often get
more lively when they’ve had a drink is that alcohol
affects parts of the brain responsible for selfcontrol. As you drink, the alcohol passes into your
bloodstream.
Ethanol is the intoxicating part of alcohol and its
molecules are so small that they can actually pass
into the gaps between brain cells. There it can
interfere with the neurotransmitters that enable all
the brain’s activities. If you drink fast, alcohol will
start to flood the brain.
Fortunately, alcohol can give some warning signs
as it penetrates into the brain and central nervous
system, so if you spot the signs in yourself or a
friend, moderate your or their drinking or stop
drinking further amounts. The last thing you
would want is to lose control, vomit or end up in
hospital. Severe cases of heavy drinking can result
in alcoholic poisoning, coma or death.
Your reactions also slow down, and as you drink
more, you may become uncoordinated or unsteady
on your feet. Your speech may get slurred and
you may start seeing double. If you’ve had a lot to
drink you may also experience strong emotional
responses - for instance you may become
aggressive or tearful. And because your judgement
is impaired, you may do things that you might not
normally do - from dancing on tables to going
home with strangers. They may seem a good idea
at the time, but can be extremely dangerous.
The classic warning signs of drunkenness
oo You feel giddy
oo You start to lose the thread of what you’re
saying
oo You feel unsteady on your feet
oo You start seeing double
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Tips to avoid feeling sick or passing out
The best advice, of course, is to avoid drinking
or to drink within the guidelines to avoid this
happening. If someone is planning to drink, they
should
oo Eat before or while drinking - even a bowl of
cereal or a couple of pieces of toast will help.
oo Avoid top ups as it is harder to keep track of hoe
much alcohol is being consumed.
oo Pacing - having a soft drink between each
alcoholic one really helps slow drinking down
and gives the body a chance to break down the
alcohol consumed.
What are the dangers of drinking to
drunkenness?
Drinking to drunkenness increases the risk
of ending up in the Accident and Emergency
Department (22% of accidental deaths are alcohol
related), getting involved in a fight, not getting
home safely, and of being robbed or sexually
assaulted.
What happens to teenagers who get drunk?
The Chief Medical Officers’ guidance is that those
under 15 shouldn’t drink. This is not only because
a teenager’s organs are not fully developed (and
hence are more vulnerable to the toxins from the
breakdown of alcohol) and psychologically they
are less able to deal with alcohol’s brain altering
mechanisms, but also teenagers are far more likely
to be involved in an accident, a violent incident
or get in trouble with the police after drinking,
affecting their chances of a good career if they end
up with a criminal record or losing their driving
licence through letting things get out of hand.
If a teenager drinks regularly before they are 15
they are 7 times more likely to be in a car crash
because of drinking, and 11 times more likely to
suffer unintentional injuries after drinking.
Even drinking to get drunk occasionally can
have serious consequences as it increases risky
behaviour. Teenagers who get drunk are far more
likely to:
oo injure themself or someone else – even
accidently
oo engage in unsafe sex, which could result in
sexually transmitted infections and unplanned
pregnancies
oo be robbed – especially of cash, iPods and mobile
phones
oo end up going home with a stranger on their
own

oo get in a fight, an argument or have relationship
problems
oo get into trouble with the police and end up
with a criminal record.
Use Getting the balance right worksheet and if
possible, distribute the Alcohol and you leaflet or
the shorter Top tips for staying safe if you plan to
drink A5 handout.
Hangover
The best advice is to avoid getting one by not
drinking or by sticking to low risk guidelines.
Symptoms of a hangover include feeling thirsty,
sick, tired and headachey and being more
sensitive to noise or bright lights. These effects
are caused by alcohol being dehydrating – alcohol
makes your body lose water. Alcohol also irritates
the lining of the stomach, leading to indigestion,
and nausea if you drink a lot. Some people may be
able to drink more than others without getting a
hangover, but EVERYONE’s body will react to being
overloaded with alcohol. Your liver can only break
down one unit an hour. Time is the only cure for a
hangover giving the liver a chance to get rid of the
toxins helped by drinking lots of water and eating
wisely.
Why is alcohol dehydrating?
ADH, or anti-diuretic hormone acts on the kidneys
to reabsorb water, so that less water leaves the
body in urine. Alcohol reduces the production of
ADH, so that the kidneys produce more urine and
the body loses too much water. This means alcohol
has a dehydrating effect and explains some of the
symptoms of a hangover (e.g. feeling thirsty and
headachey).
When not to drink
Responsible drinking means drinking enjoyably,
sociably, and moderately and includes not
drinking at all in situations when the effects of
alcohol will put someone’s safety at risk, such as:
oo When driving
oo When operating machinery, using electrical
equipment or working at heights
oo When taking certain medications - ask your
doctor if you are unsure
oo When pregnant as alcohol crosses the placenta
to the foetus.
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TEACHER NOTES
The party
(PSHE 11 - 14)

Good friends?
(PSHE 11 - 14 worksheet 2)

Lesson length: 30 - 40 min (adaptable to suit time
frame)

Target age group: 11 - 14 year-olds

Material and preparation: Make copies of Student
Material 1 for a number of small groups.
Purpose: The purpose of this exercise is to get
students to discuss and reflect on what a successful
party really entails. It is a rehearsal strategy that
encourages pupils to think ahead, to plan and avoid
unintended consequences. In an indirect manner,
the students’ attitudes to parties and alcohol will be
discussed and debated.
Working methods: Group exercise, group discussion,
oral presentation.

Structure: 1 or 2 lessons
Preparation: Download/photocopy Good Friends?
sheet.
Objectives
oo To consider a range of situations that may
arise for young people.
oo To consider what they could do and what
they would do in these situations.
oo To consider their responsibilities towards
their friends.
oo To consider how to resist peer pressure.
Notes

Just a few drinks BBC films
(11 - 16)
Target age group: Anna and Alan’s story are
suggested for KS3 and Jordan and Emily’s stories for
KS4.
Structure: 2 Lessons - Each film is 7 minutes long, so
one or two can be shown per lesson.
Preparation: Download copies of the Alcohol
and you leaflet or order them from kate@
alcoholeducationtrust.org and go through them
before showing the films. Check you are able to play
the films via our youtube channel.
These four true stories involving teenagers and
alcohol have been developed with BBC2 Learning
Zone. Using a social norms approach, they feature
articulate young people where things got out of
hand.
Objectives

These situations could apply to boys or girls. They
look at three situations from one person’s point
of view but, in groups, students could take on the
roles of the different people and consider why
they’re doing what they’re doing and what would
be the best thing to do.
Students could each tackle one situation per group
and then one person from each group explains to
the rest of the class what their group decided were
the answers.

What would you say?
(PSHE 14 - 16 worksheet 3)
Target age group: 14 -16 year-olds
Structure: 1 lesson
Preparation: Download/photocopy What would
you say? sheet.
Objectives

oo For pupils to apply real life situations to
themselves and work out what they could have
done differently, or how things could have
been worse.
oo To show how usually sensible, engaged
teenagers act out of character and do things
they later regret.
oo To enable the pupils to make decisions to avoid
the scenarios happening or to improve the
outcomes encouraging personal responsibility
and ownership of situations.

oo To help young people consider possible
situations in which they may find themselves,
before they encounter them.
oo To help them think of clever ways of avoiding
problems or getting out of awkward
situations.
oo To help give them confidence about
strategies for avoiding problems.
Notes
This activity is designed for group work. Students
should have the chance to discuss different people’s
answers and come to a group conclusion. This will
help give them confidence that certain strategies
may well work (which they won’t get if they do the
activity alone). Different groups could each take
one of the situations and then share their ideas.
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LESSON PLAN - THE PARTY
Introduction

Suggested examples:

What do young people feel to be a successful/
unsuccessful party? This lesson is intended to serve
as a resource and basic platform for continued work
with alcohol issues. In groups, students document
their perceptions of:

A good party
Nice venue, preferably in a big flat or house.
Just the right amount of people.
Good atmosphere and music.
Good food and drink (alcohol?).
Room to sit down and chat too.
Meet up and get ready with friends first to get in
the right mood (with alcohol?).
Have alcohol, but without getting drunk or
throwing up.
Flirt, make out or hook up with a guy/girl.
No fighting, vandalism or theft.
Sleepover with friends afterwards (risks).

oo a successful party – one that is remembered or
one that people want to experience again!
oo an unsuccessful party – everything went wrong!
Discussing these issues not only increases student
awareness, but also provides teachers with indirect
insight into the leisure time of students. It will
give you an understanding of how students view
alcohol and what they consider ‘having fun’ to mean.
Students need not be informed that this exercise is
part of their alcohol education, but should instead
be allowed to work on the assignment without
restrictions or expectations. Alcohol may prove not
to be an important ingredient in a successful or
unsuccessful party.
Issues dealt with in the exercise
oo What do students define as a good party versus a
failed party?
oo What is the connection between parties and
amount of alcohol drunk?
oo Gain insight into the students’ lives and free time.
oo Would it be better to have parents there, but out
of sight?
oo Importance of letting neighbours know and
having a finish time
oo Importance of not issuing open invites on
facebook, etc.
Implementation
oo Divide students into groups and ask them to
describe a successful party and an unsuccessful
party. The teacher support materials include
aids and questions that you can use during the
lesson. Student Material 1 includes material for
the students’ work.
oo Have the students orally present their reports
and ask them to discuss and comment on each
other’s answers.
oo Conclude the lesson by discussing what is the
best recipe for a successful party and describing
the essential ingredients for the best party/ worst
party.

A bad party
Uninvited guests show up and cause trouble.
People throwing up.
Everyone leaves early.
The police show up.
Bad atmosphere.
Got off with someone not very attracted to
because of drinking too much.
Some people drank too much and totally flipped
out.
No music or bad music.
Parents come back and throw everyone out for
behaving badly.
The venue gets wrecked
Get banned from ever having a party again.
Talk about the dangers of posting party invites on
social media. Suggest setting the ground rules with
parents and friends. Discuss not feeling pressured by
friends into holding a house party if not comfortable.
Discuss alternatives such as going to a film, out for
a pizza and activity based parties such as skating,
bowling, paint balling, etc.
Moving ahead
Once you have finished this exercise, it will be
easier to adjust your lesson content to the students’
experiences and particular situations.
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Student Material 1 – The Party
Mike, aged 16, is planning to going to have a parent-free party. Describe how he and his friends (who
are the same age) get the chance to be on their own for an evening.
The assignment is to describe both a successful party and an unsuccessful party.
Use these questions and write down your answers.
A successful party – one that is remembered or one that people want to experience again!
How did Mike prepare for the party?
What happened?
Why was it so successful?
What is important for a party to be successful?
An unsuccessful party – everything went wrong!
How did Mike prepare for the party?
What happened?
Why was the party not successful?
Whose fault was it?
What should people think about to make sure that a party is not a failure?
Think about:
Did Mike’s parents know about the party
Was there any food available?
Were there any soft drinks and water to hydrate?
Did the neighbours know?
How many people were invited?
What is the venue like
Did uninvited people turn up?
Was anything broken or damaged
How did people get home?
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LESSON PLAN - JUST A FEW DRINKS
‘Just a few drinks’ four short films on the physical,
social and medical effects of too much alcohol on
the immature body.
Here you will find four 7 minute films commissioned
by BBC2 Learning Zone about how too much alcohol
affected the lives of four teenagers. The clips feature
real people, not actors.
Learning objectives
The films explore how four normally sensible
teenagers ended up drinking too much and the
different unforeseen consequences that occurred.
The objectives to explore:
oo How much is too much? Making the right choices
in the future if you do try alcohol and exploring the
differences between moderate social drinking and
excess.
oo Alcohol and risk taking How risk escalates the
more you drink, with the main priority to highlight
harms to health and wellbeing.
oo Alcohol and the location of drinking The added
danger of drinking in unsupervised environments
such as parks and unsupervised parties.
oo Alcohol and the law Understanding the possible
consequences of drinking in public places, asking
older friends to buy alcohol for you, attempting to
buy from shops or clubs yourself.
oo Alcohol and its physical effects on your body
Each clip clearly explains in a scientifically but
understandable way, the effects that alcohol has
on the brain and why your behaviour changes, you
feel sick, or pass out.
Social norms
The films are careful not to suggest that the scenarios
are typical of teenage behaviour. It is made clear that
most 11 - 15 year-olds do not drink alcohol (56% of
11 - 15 year-olds have not consumed a whole drink)
and that regular underage drinking has decreased
(from 26% of 11 - 15 year-olds drinking weekly in
2001 to 6% in 2018).
The aim of the lesson plans are to explore what
students could do to avoid the situation happening
to themselves, or to reduce the risk before things got
out of hand and how they would look after a friend if
they saw signs of risk taking emerging.
Before you show the films:
If this is a stand alone session we suggest you set the
context by beginning with ‘The decision whether to
drink or not’ activity (alcoholeducationtrust.org/
teacher-area/staying-safe-avoiding-risk-taking/ or
pages 10 and 11) which explores why teenagers may
choose to drink or not.

An alternative is to use a Diamond Nine activity,
where you ask pupils to list nine reasons why young
people drink (highest risk first) and to rank them
in order of risk – see the example blank sheet and
completed sheet for suggestions. You can also use
the same activity to list nine reasons why teenagers
don’t drink, by order of importance to them. It is
always good practice to explore motivation for any
kind of substance use / misuse. Visit the Just a Few
Drinks activity in the Challenge Zone of our Online
Learning Zone, talkaboutalcohol.com.
Lesson guidance
We have put together lesson notes for each of the
films individually highlighting issues that can be
discussed and suggesting that you pause the films
and ask pupils to develop their own outcomes both
positive and negative.
The other suggested lesson format is that you show
the four clips over two PSHE lessons, putting together
Alan and Emily and then Jordan and Anna. Pupils
should watch the films and consider how they would
help the young people in question to have a really
good night out without getting into the harmful
situations they ended up in.
At the end of each film they could get into groups
and have 10 minutes to think of what different
decisions could be made at key points in the film,
followed by a whole class discussion.
Activities post films at end of lesson 2
High risk / Low risk continuum activity
The aim of this activity is to identify risk and strategies
to reduce risk.
Try and avoid a diet of negativity and explore how
the situation could be avoided or made better so
pupils learn how to avoid riskier situations.
Put up a low risk sheet at one end of the classroom
and a high risk sheet at the other end. Ask pupils
to come up with statements about the film, to hand
them to you and then you read them out. Ask pupils
to place themselves on the scale of low to high risk in
the room for each statement and then explore with
them why they have chosen that level of risk, what
would make it lower risk etc.
Suggestions....
oo drinking when skateboarding
oo trying to buy alcohol when you’re under age
oo going home on your own
oo drinking neat spirits
oo drinking fast without food
oo drinking in a public place when underage.
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As you read out each one of the statements. Pupils
move to a place on the continuum according to the
amount of risk they think is involved.
Get them to briefly discuss with a person near to
them before a whole group discussion. If the group
is too big or if classroom management is an issue
pupils can be asked to place the statements along
the continuum – these can then be challenged and
moved by other pupils – giving reasons why. It’s
important to ask questions like “What would make it
higher risk, lower risk?“
You could end the session by either spending time
on our interactive body (talkaboutalcohol.com/
interactive-body/) exploring the effects of too much
alcohol on different parts of the body or use the
worksheet How much is too much - getting the
balance right, pages 70 - 71.
The Alcohol and you leaflet can be downloaded
free of charge via our website home page
alcoholeducationtrust.org/teacher-area/ or email
kate@alcoholeducationtrust.org if you would like
hard copies to be posted to you.
Thanks to Kate Murphy, PSHE & Drug Consultant,
Bath & North East Somerset and Jodie Smith, Health
Improvement Specialist (Alcohol) Bath & North East
Somerset Public Protection for their input and ideas.

LESSON PLAN INDICATORS FOR BBC ‘JUST A
FEW DRINKS’
Before you begin, we suggest you download our
Alcohol and you leaflet for teenagers or order hard
copies via kate@alcoholeducationtrust.org

Alan
At 14, Alan’s drinking boosted his self-confidence,
giving him the ‘dutch’ courage to challenge a group
of lads who were insulting his friend. They threw Alan
into a bus shelter, shattering his collar-bone, and
putting an abrupt end to all his hopes of making it
as a goalkeeper. Two years after the incident, Alan’s
sleep is still disrupted by the pain.
Divide the film into two segments and freeze before
any negative consequences have happened. Set the
scene, the lads were skateboarding and having a

good time. Then what happens?.. you decide:
Divide the class into + and - groups. The + group
develop positive outcomes to the scenario, the –
group imagines what happens next that is negative.
Decide when you want to pause the film and give
the pupils the opportunity to present their ongoing
outcomes at this point. Alternatively, you can watch
the films the whole way through and then the pupils
develop their own positive or negative outcomes.
For example: If you’ve got an engaged group of
students, we suggest you let them come up with their
own outcomes, if you need prompts, then you can
consider the below:
Negative group scenarios:
oo Alan or one of his friends passed out, was sick or
got alcohol poisoning (trigger to discuss alcohol
and its effects alcoholeducationtrust.org/
teacher-area/effects-physical-and-social/ and
alcohol and staying safe alcoholeducationtrust.
org/teacher-area/staying-safe-avoiding-risktaking/) see page 11 of our Alcohol and you
leaflet for what to do if you suspect someone has
alcohol poisoning and how to spot the signs.
oo Alan’s friends piled in and there was a big fight
oo The police were called and Alan ended up
with a caution or criminal record (discuss
long term effects of this – can’t go to US,
getting car insurance, applying for jobs etc.
alcoholeducationtrust.org/teacher-area/thelaw/)
oo Alan’s parents were called and school informed
(social embarrassment, how the school would
handle this incident, being grounded by parents
etc.).
oo Alan’s injuries were much worse (facial scaring
from glass, a common drink related injury).
Positive scenarios:
oo After getting bored skateboarding the lads had a
game of football, got a take away and went back
to Alan’s house to play on the PlayStation/ Xbox.
oo After obtaining alcohol and drinking some, Alan
was feeling rough and fell off his skateboard, his
best mate took him home, gave him some water
and made some toast and stayed with him until
he felt better (trigger to talk about how long
alcohol stays in your blood stream. It takes one
hour for your liver to break down a unit. Food
and water will help you feel better, but only time
will eliminate the alcohol in your blood stream
alcoholeducationtrust.org/teacher-area/effectsphysical-and-social/).
oo Once he is at the bus shelter and the other
lads are approaching: Alan just ignores their
comments and keeps his cool. His mates come
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out with some food and they go home and sleep
off the alcohol’s effects.
Once the clip has been viewed, questions to raise:
Were any laws broken?
Drinking in a public place
Buying alcohol when underage
Buying by proxy
(have a copy of the alcohol and the law
worksheet alcoholeducationtrust.org/teacherarea/the-law/)
What would you have done differently?

For example: If you’ve got an engaged group of
students, we suggest you let them come up with
their own outcomes, if you need prompts, then you
can consider the below:
Negative group scenarios and how to turn the
situation around:
They are all pretty much in the film! Use as triggers:
oo Alcohol and its effects (volume, pacing, alcoholic
strength, eating before drinking –see the Alcohol
and you leaflet).
oo Drinking for the wrong reasons – alcohol acts as
a depressant as you drink more.
oo Asking those over the age of 18 to buy alcohol
on your behalf (you risk them facing criminal
charges or a fine see alcoholeducationtrust.org/
teacher-area/the-law/).
oo Looking after your friends (never go home with a
stranger or on your own).
oo Planning how you get home before you go out
(charged mobile, money for taxi, parents to pick
you up or public transport).
Positive group scenarios:

Emily
Please use this film clip with extreme caution and view in
advance as to suitability, as it does involve a serious sexual
assault. A good option is just to view to the point Emily
leaves the night club and to discuss possible scenarios in
groups.
Emily, now 17, was so drunk after leaving a bar that
she agreed to the offer of help to find a taxi from a
guy she barely knew, with devastating consequences.
Everyone tells you about the good times, she says,
but “… you never actually hear how ill they were the
next day. No one ever discusses the worse stuff.”
Divide the film into segments and freeze before
any negative consequences have happened. Set
the scene. Emily has had a bad week and arranges
to meet her friends, some of whom are 18 and they
start drinking in the park…she wants to ‘drown her
sorrows’ and thought alcohol would help her feel
better.
Divide the class into + and - groups. The + group
develop positive outcomes to the scenario, the –
group imagines what happens next that is negative.
Decide when you want to pause the film and give
the pupils the opportunity to present their ongoing
outcomes at this point. Alternatively, you can watch
the films the whole way through and then the pupils
develop their own positive or negative outcomes.

Knowing that it’s against the law to drink in a public
space if you’re under 18 and that the police can
confiscate your alcohol, therefore you don’t drink.
oo Emily bought some sandwiches and snacks for
everyone to share and they sat around in the sun
and chatted.
oo Once they’d finished at the park, she realised she
hadn’t had anything to eat and invited one of her
mates home to watch a DVD and have supper.
oo Once she was at the club she switched to soft
drinks as she knew she could get her mates into
trouble if she was caught under age drinking. She
also wants to stay healthy and take care of herself
so she decided to have a ‘mocktail’ followed by a
slimline tonic and no-one knew any different.
oo When she was being sick her best friend called
her parents and they both got a lift home.
Although she felt awful the next day.
Once the clip has been viewed, questions to raise:
Have any laws been broken? (See ‘Alcohol and the
law’ sheets pages 73-74 or alcoholeducationtrust.
org/teacher-area/the-law/)
Drinking in a public place
Buying by proxy
Drinking alcohol in a licensed premises when
under age
Emily could have brought charges of sexual
assault
Discussion around consent
What would you have done differently?
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Anna
Anna, now 17, fell out with her friends after
drunkenly kissing her best friend’s ex-boyfriend at a
party, and they haven’t spoken since.
Divide the film into segments and freeze before any
negative consequences have happened. Set the
scene, Anna is quite shy and felt alcohol made her
more confident, her Mum provided her with the large
bottle of cider…
Divide the class into + and - groups. The + group
develop positive outcomes to the scenario, the –
group imagines what happens next that is negative.
Decide when you want to pause the film and give
the pupils the opportunity to present their ongoing
outcomes at this point. Alternatively, you can watch
the films the whole way through and then the pupils
develop their own positive or negative outcomes.

Positive group scenarios:
oo On arriving at the party Anna had something
to eat and made sure she drank plenty of water
(trigger to discuss pacing yourself, lining your
stomach before drinking slowing down alcohol
getting into your blood stream. (See our Top tips
for staying safe if you plan to drink or pages
89-90).
oo After her kiss with the first boy, Anna feels really
embarrassed, realises she needs to stop drinking
and hangs out with her girl friends for the rest of
the evening having fun.
oo After going upstairs with her friends, she goes
out of the room when the others do and resists
the temptation to kiss her friend’s ex.
oo Her friends tell her to come downstairs and they
look after her (looking out for your mates etc).
Once the clip has been viewed:
Were any laws broken?
Those under 18 can drink legally on private
premises but you may want to use this as a
prompt to discuss the issues surrounding parents
buying alcohol for their underage children –
still a legal issue (buying by proxy) / also not
all parents are doing this / challenging parent
condoned drinking.
What would you have done differently?

For example: If you’ve got an engaged group of
students, we suggest you let them come up with
their own outcomes, if you need prompts, then you
can consider the below:
Negative group scenarios:
oo After the first kiss Anna drank more and
continued kissing him, agreed to go outside?
(regret, would you have done this if you were
sober? facing him and friends back at school).
oo Anna then felt ill and was sick (see Alcohol and its
effects via alcoholeducationtrust.org/teacherarea/effects-physical-and-social/ or page 35).
oo After going upstairs when her friends left,
things went much further with her friend’s ex
(protection, STD’s, friends knowing).
oo Her friend confronted her and they had a big row
at the party spoiling it for everyone (long term
effects on friendships, acting out of character).
oo Really embarrassing photos of her kissing
her friends ex are uploaded on facebook and
everyone starts on twitter about what a bad
friend she is, some really nasty stuff (conversation
trigger about social media, tagging photos,
everyone knowing when you embarrass yourself,
cyber bullying etc.)

Jordan
When Jordan was 16, he drank over half a bottle
of neat brandy, just to look cool – “You don’t think
about any of the medical effects. You just think about
how fun it’s going to be when you get drunk. …
It sounds a bit extreme but I could have died that
night”. Jordan, now 18, was left outside on his own
while throwing up and barely conscious.
Divide the film into segments and freeze before any
negative consequences have happened. Set the
scene. Jordan had never been drunk before, he and
his friend decided to spend £70 on expensive brandy
and get hammered.
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Divide the class into + and - groups. The + group
develop positive outcomes to the scenario, the –
group imagines what happens next that is negative.
Decide when you want to pause the film and give
the pupils the opportunity to present their predicted
outcomes at this point. Alternatively, you can watch
the films the whole way through and then the pupils
develop their own positive or negative outcomes.
For example: If you’ve got an engaged group of
students, we suggest you let them come up with
their own outcomes, if you need prompts, then you
can consider the below:
Negative group scenarios:
oo The police stopped Jordan in the street and
confiscated his alcohol – he lost £70 of booze
as he was under 18 (see alcohol and the law via
alcoholeducationtrust.org/teacher-area/thelaw/ or page 69).
oo Jordan got aggressive and picked a fight at the
party, the friends who invited him haven’t spoken
to him since (risk of alcohol and violence, assault).
oo Jordan wandered off on his own, collapsed and
passed out (he is rushed into A and E) you can
download our leaflet If it all goes wrong.
oo Jordan passes out and no-one helps (risk of
hyperthermia, choking on his own vomit, going
into an alcoholic coma and dying – see page 11 of
Alcohol and you leaflet).
oo Jordan staggers out, trying to find his way home
and his hit by a car (number of drunk pedestrian
accidents at night).

Once the clip has been viewed, questions to raise:
Have any laws been broken?
(See ‘Alcohol and the law’ sheets pages 73-74 or
alcoholeducationtrust.org/teacher-area/thelaw/)
Possession of alcohol in a public place when under
18
Buying alcohol when under the age of 18
What would you have done differently?
To order a USB with these BAFTA award winning
films, visit our store via alcoholeducationtrust.org/
store

Positive group scenarios:
oo Jordan eats a takeaway with his friend, buys a lot
of soft mixers and puts his bottle on the drinks
table for everyone to share. He has a couple of
drinks and has a great time. (See our Top tips for
staying safe if you plan to drink or pages 89-90).
oo Jordan realises after a few swigs from the bottle
that the neat brandy (40% ABV) is not a good
idea and so switches to drinking a beer slowly
(see information on units and guidelines via:
alcoholeducationtrust.org/teacher-area/unitsand-guidelines or page 21).
oo He leaves early and gets something to eat.
oo Once he is taken outside his mates stay with
him, put him in the recovery position, check his
airways are clear when he is sick and cover him
up with a warm blanket. (If it all goes wrong as
above).
oo They keep him walking round and call an
ambulance.
oo They stay with him and call his parents.
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GOOD FRIENDS
PSHE 11 - 14 WORKSHEET 2
Here are three situations. Read them in your groups and decide together how you would
answer the questions below. If you don’t agree with each other, write down more than one
answer.
Sleepover
You and three friends are at a sleepover. One of the friends pulls out some cans of beer from
their bag. You know that one of the others definitely won’t want to join in. But the third
friend may. The friend who bought the beer along will definitely want everyone to join in
and, if they don’t, will start accusing them of being no fun.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are there risks in drinking the beer?
What is the responsibility of the friend who bought the beer?
Is it up to everyone to make their decisions about whether to join in?
If you are real friends, what should you do?

Wedding bells
You’re at a wedding. There is lots of food and lots of alcoholic drink. You have a friend from
school who’s also at the wedding. You see that your friend is being pressurised by some
older people to have a drink. They’re making fun of your friend who is clearly feeling very
uncomfortable and doesn’t want to drink it.
1. What could you do to help your friend?
2. What will your friend want you to do?
3. If your friend knows you are there and you haven’t done anything, will it affect your
friendship at all?
4. If you were in your friend’s situation, what would you want your friend to do?
Partytime
You are at a party and most of the people are your age. One of your friends comes over to
you and says they’ve put some alcohol in the orange drink they’ve got. The alcohol is clearly
affecting your friend. A short while later your friend starts to get a bit silly and you can
see it’s only going to get worse. No-one else realises yet that you friend has been drinking
alcohol.
1. As a mate, do you have any responsibility or is it up to your friend to look after 		
themself
2. What things might you do in this case that could help?
3. Knowing that your friend could make a complete fool of themself or, worse, get 		
themself into real trouble, what would they want you to do?
4. What would your friend do for you if you were in this situation? And does that mean
you have to do the same, or not?
5. Compare the answers you’ve given with the other groups. Does everyone have the 		
same idea of friendship?
1
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WHAT WOULD YOU SAY?
PSHE 14-16 WORKSHEET 3
Each of the situations below leaves someone with a problem. Your task is to decide how
they can best get out of the difficult situation they find themselves in. In each case, there
are some suggestions. In your groups, decide which is the best answer. It may be one of the
answers suggested or you may want to think of a different answer yourself. There are no
right or wrong answers.
Dan and Kieran
Dan and his friend Jamil are on their way to the cinema when they meet three other friends
from school who are hanging around in the bus shelter. They’re with Kieran. Dan knows this
means trouble. Kieran is older that the others by a couple of years. He’s got a bottle of vodka
and he keeps urging the others to drink some. As Dan and Jamil arrive, Kieran starts making
comments saying that he bets Dan won’t drink any. Dan can’t stand spirits. He once had
some and it made him sick. None of the others look like they’re enjoying themselves, but
they keep swigging from the bottle. Jamil clearly doesn’t want to stay, but looks like he’d
rather have a drink and be ‘one of the lads’.
What should Dan do? Here are some suggestions:
• Say nothing, grab Jamil and walk on
• Say “Well you’ve won your bet Kieran, because I’m not having any. I think you’re an idiot
and should mix with people your own age”.
• Make a joke, say “Actually I drank three bottles of vodka before I came out, so no thanks,
I won’t”, then walk on with Jamil.
• Take the bottle, put it to his lips and pretend to take a big swig but don’t really. Hand it
back and move on with Jamil.
• Say “Thanks, but we’re off to the cinema and we’re late - so see you later.”
The birthday party
For Lisa’s birthday party she has a special dinner with her sister, mum and dad and some girl
friends. They have a sip of champagne before starting the meal. At the end of the evening,
Lisa’s parents and sister went to bed and left Lisa and her friends to stay up for a while. They
were having a good time but Sarah said they should try some alcohol from the bottles in
the corner. Lisa said she didn’t want to, but some other girls start joining in saying they
should. Surely her mum and dad would never notice?
What should Lisa do?
• Say “If anyone goes near those bottles, I’ll go and get my dad up.”
• Say “I think it’s time you all went home. Come on, get your coats.”
• Say “My dad knows how much is in EVERY bottle. I promise you. So there’s no way. We
can’t even think about it.”
• Ignore the question and try to distract them with something else e.g. putting some
music on.
• Say “If you really are my friends, please don’t put me in trouble with my parents.”
1
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WHAT WOULD YOU SAY?
PSHE 14-16 WORKSHEET 3
Beer boys
Tania and Yasmin are on their way home. As they pass by the shops, some boys they know
from school, but don’t particularly like, see them and come over and start talking
to them. They’re both a bit suprised about how friendly the boys are being because
normally they don’t say much to any girls. Then one of them, Darren, says “That old bloke
in the shop won’t serve us. You girls look 18 easily. Go on we only want some beer. If not,
we’re telling everyone we saw you two kissing.”
What should they do?
• Say to the boys “It’s against the law and I don’t want to be punished because of you.”
• Say “I’ve tried buying drink from him before and he’s refused me, so it’s no good 		
anyway.”
• Call the police.
• Tell Darren that, if that’s the best rumour he can spread, he’s clearly too much of a baby to
handle beer, and walk on.
• Tell them that they’ve just walked past a police car parked down the road, so no way.
• Take their money. Go into the shop and come out a short while later, saying that the
shopkeeper refused to sell them alcohol.
Steve and his new car
Raj and his girlfriend Jackie have been to the cinema. On their way to the bus stop they walk
past a bar. Out of it comes Steve, who’s the eldest brother of Jackie’s best friend. Raj knows
that Steve quite fancies Jackie, but Steve’s a nice bloke really. He tells them to come in and
have a drink. They have a soft drink each, but Steve and his mates are all drinking beer.
They’ve clearly been at it for some time. The bar closes and they all leave. Steve tells Jackie
and Raj he’ll give them a lift home in his new car. Jackie seems quite keen, but Raj knows
Steve’s not in a fit state top drive.
What should Raj do?
•
•

•
•
•

Say nothing and take the risk. It’s too embarrassing to look like the cautious type.
Say “Steve, you’ve got to be mad to try driving. You know the police are having a crack
down on drinking and driving in this area.” Tell Steve he’s not getting involved in any of
that.
Take Jackie aside and tell her he’s not going with Steve and that he really doesn’t want
her to. Suggest she says they want to ‘be alone’. Steve will get the message.
Tell Steve that if he gets in the car, Raj will call the police.
Say “Steve, I don’t want to be rude, but I don’t want to come with you because you
shouldn’t be driving. Leave the car and come back with us.”

2
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